Meeting in Student Society (student society) Student Forum (student forum)
The 1st Of April , time 16.30 - 20.30 , Old Square 12, Room 407
Calendar :
Detailed agenda
1. Formalia [16: 30-16: 40] (ODB)
2. Talk about our view of the students at Aalborg University with Uffe Elbæk [16: 40-17: 30] (OD)
3. New ... [17: 30: -17: 40] (O)
from the Political spokesperson
from the Academic Council's network
from National Committee
from Representatives
from Ad-hoc Committees
4. Election of representatives [17: 40-18: 00] (ODB)
5. How to improve student politics in the student society [18: 00-20: 30] (ODB)
Any Other Business / AOB
Meeting evaluation

O = Orientation , D = Debate, B = Deci sion (Danish: Decision).

Detailed agenda
1. Formalia [16: 30-16: 40] ( ODB )
●
●

Choosing of moderator and referent
Introduction of present people Camilla Bundgaard, Uffe Elbæk, Morten (The Alternative
Youth), Jacob Blasius, Bolette, Cecilie Pallisgaard, Mick, Lene, Laura Høvring, Maggie,
Susanne (the alternative's leading candidate), Niklas, Rasmus, Kristian, Emil Njor, Kenneth.
Bente (foreman alternative to North Jutland), Gustav (candidate for the Danish
parliament), Naveless employee for uncle)
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●
●
●

Approval of agenda
A point is thrown around the Political Conference. The agenda is approved.
Approval of summary
○ summary can be found here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1n6_zet_P3AUfvejoXfZorFvBBIxKWqrI02eE3s
6V0-Q/edit?usp=sharing

2 . Talk about our view of the students at Aalborg University with Uffe Elbæk [16: 4017: 30] (OD)
Motivator: Emil Njor
Description: Uffe Elbæk, party leader of the political party "Alternativet" would like to hear our input
to what we see as the problems in our daily life as students at AAU.
Informal talk.
Uffe questioned what was moving in the head for us at AAU.
Simon Mæng: Various savings make it problematic since those who have been involved in the
teaching are some of the things that go beyond. It goes beyond the quality.
Kristian and Niklas: It is reviewed how the study rooms are terminated everywhere in society and
hum.
Cecilie: It is explained about eg PBL and the group room problem.
Uffe: Asks about how it affects the individual voice of the students.
Niklas: explains how one doesn't see each other which makes a sense of community is "the hassle
of creating"
Kristian: The academic foundation is also threatened.
Simon: People are sitting in a cheese bell.
Uffe: Asks about what the Student Society as an organization does about the area.
Obel: Explains, nationally and university.
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Uffe: Does the university listen to you?
Simon: Limited.
Mick :: Brings SU 5years issue.
Cecilie: Reviewing her own situation as to how volunteer work becomes more difficult to engage in
when it comes to full time.
From here primarily topics not due to Søren Gramlike referent's abilities:
Tommy Ahler, bachelor job market.
TOPIC: Who are we students? What are we going to do young people in? What are we dreaming
about?
Shrubs in some form. Questionnaire with the students: where are we in 10 years?
Something summary from Laura: We need to stress down, lower expectations, it must be easier to
save the world.
Uffe thank you. It applauds.

3. New ... [17: 30: -17: 40] (O)
from the Political spokesperson
There has been a general meeting of the Student Society. Kenneth Frøsig was elected as
Student Political Rapporteur from mid-April. Kenneth wants to make it easier for students
to get involved in student forums, and to hold a few extraordinary student forums where
specific treatments can be treated.
Involvement of several of the locals at uni.
Still new: Tommy Ahlers and Lars Løkke were at AAU on Thursday. Not very involved. If it has to
be done again, it may need to be rethought.
There has been a political conference in Copenhagen, where we won the owl.

from the Academic Council's network
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There has been a meeting. There are some megaprojects on tech that have to deal with
sustainability. There is an ongoing effort in relation to Students' involvement in DSUR,
Strategic Education Council. Simon encourages writing to him if there are things that
students are wondering about not being included.
from National Committee
Not present.
from Representatives
Nothing new.
from Ad-hoc Committees

4. Election of representatives [17: 40-18: 00] (ODB)
Motivator: Emil Njor
At Studenterforum we have been granted the right to elect representatives for students to different
organizations and groups. Emil Njor will go through the open positions that you can apply for.
The positions are vacant.
Simon sets up for the Education Council. Cecilie as deputy.
Confidence: Simon's confidence.
Confidence: There is confidence in Cecilie.
Jakob Sabber wants to submit to the election committee.
Confidence election: Jakob Sabber is confident.
Jacob Blasius Want to set up for LU, Living Conditions Policy Committee:
Confidence: Jacob Blasius is trusted.
Cecilie Pallisgaard wants to attend the canteen committee.
Confidence: There is trust.
Jakob Sabber wants to place one of the seats in the Art Committee.
Confidence: Trust.
Kenneth Frøsig wants to set up an educational committee in DSF
Confidence: Trust.
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There are written around the bodies where there are newly elected and the bodies where students
are no longer selected.

5. Political conference in Copenhagen during the weekend [18: 00-18: 30] (OD)
The Student Union has had a delegation on the weekend. We got a paper on Studiejob. The
student community won the owl. The paper was controversial and several student organizations
(roskilde, Aarhus and CBS) voted against the paper in whole or in part.
There were several workshops on sustainability, communication, well-being and national elections.
It has been a little frustrating with the mandate, as there were no attitudes to base it on at this
point.
Invitation from Cecilie: Several policy papers must be made. Like about well-being and
sustainability.
From Jacob sabber: Consideration should be given to whether it is best to make policy papers
We had a social delegation in this regard. It was good. Recommended for the future.
It was vegetarian throughout the weekend.
A political conference must be made in Aalborg in November.

Lene Werner, Niklas Antonisen, Jakob Sabber, Mick Sholtberg has joined the planning group for
the next policy conference. Simon also reports as a knowledge tank that Obel is interested in.

6. How to improve student politics in the student society [18: 00-20: 30] (ODB)
Motivator: Emil Njor
At the last Student Forum we decided to spend this day thinking about what we could do to
improve the way that student politics works in the student society. A lot of the talk has been about
a more dedicated political group which can support the political spokesperson in his / her day to
day work. Any other ideas are of course welcome as well!
Simon summarizes from the topic at the last general meeting.
Kristian points out that the problem is that it is difficult to tell what "student policy" is.
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Emil proposes to divide student policy into topics such as local politics at the university to explain
to new ones. Emil thinks that a political body should be able to make campaigns, support the
rapporteur, develop the policy through student forum.
Mick points out that it is important that the policy reaches out to ordinary students.
Simon points out that it is crucial to make contact with the Student Union Board of Directors.
Sabber thinks that one can gather people who want to work in what can define themselves from
there.
Kristian, how do people get into student policy?
People share stories.
It is emphasized that the benefits of being a student politician are that you get an overview and just
like sitting on the "skeleton" of the university.
One suggestion is to send recruitment and info out also in the spring.
Now for the practical.
Mick suggests that we set up a working group that looks at it and defines it further.
Laura focuses on how to choose such a group. GF, student forum just volunteer.
Sabber proposes Student Forum as an approach.
Mick: People should definitely be chosen for this. Perhaps not to the working group, but to what it
must end.
Kenneth: Thinking of open positions that can be run in via student forum.
Simon: Choices at gf or some higher authority are needed to give the substance needed.
Obel: Suggest that you can get people through to GF and then possibly supplement by drop-out at
student forum. Possibly let the student forum representatives be approved by member meeting / gf.
Simon: A working night may be the answer.
Sabber: Important that the body is not super separate with the rest of the organization.
Where should it be? The rapporteur? Student Forum? GF? Board of Directors?
Possible areas for a policy support body:
Develop Policy. Write policy papers approved by student forum.
Information Coordination
Upgrading of selected people
campaigns
Mayor support.
Holder for various working groups. Important that people can be involved in various areas
for a time.
It is proposed that faculty managers in the group.
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Choose a business day.
Summarized:
A working day is made. One invites invited and local. On the day you summarize the topic. You use
3-4 hours to get it concrete, then get it presented by the next gf.
Have contacted the outgoing / future board about it happening and that they may send
representatives to it.
Kenneth and Emil njor, are runners-up for the call.

Any Other Business / AOB
It boasts of Kristian side around a piece of paper and wine.
Cecilie is allowed to take pictures of me.
Sabber wants to have things from students as examples of the 2% savings.
Simon has free alcohol for people at the annual celebration.

Meeting evaluation
Simon: Good that it was relevant and we stayed.
Good with new faces!
Critical with late food.
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